American Scientists Experience Liberian Tradition, Prepares Traditional Food
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The Expressing interest in the Liberian ways of life, two visiting American Scientists from a United States based Harvard University this week carries their science and technology in a topical Liberian kitchen, preparing Liberian dishes and sharing jokes with housewives. The two American Scientists before get into the kicken went over to a nearby pump to get water for the cooking

Dr. Adam E. Cohen and Benjamin I. Rapoport following their various lectures at the nation’s highest institution of learning, the University of Liberia medical college, A.M. Dogliotti College of Medicine, both American Scientists took off time and interest to discover the preparation of Liberian dishes.

The wife of the Liberia branch Director of I-Help Liberia Project Mr. Abraham Jabateh, Christiana Jabateh was also on hand to see the two Americans doing their own thing in the kitchen; cutting greens, putting salt and all the other stuff to make the soup tasty.

Helping Prior to the preparation of their meal of the day, Adam and Ben visited two of the nation’s high institutions learning, the University of Liberia and The Symathe Institute (College), where they displayed their scientific techniques and giving assurance to both institutions their unflinching support to the growth and enhancement of their respective science departments.

At the University of Liberia Medical College, promised to help the administration to downloading freely available medical textbooks and relevant software, and send these materials to them, stressing, "furthermore, as we discussed, access to technology and computer training is important for your students.

Much advanced technology can be acquired inexpensively in the United States, so classes or groups of students could invest together in purchasing computers or other equipment.
If you and your students identify your priorities and budgetary constraints, we could help you ensure that your investments are spent as economically as possible.
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